
How To: COVID Cheq Dashboard 2.0 
Below you will find screenshots of the new COVID Cheq Dashboard 2.0.  This dashboard combines the 

current ‘Status Dashboard’ and ‘Compliance Dashboard’ into one view, while also improving the update 

speed to that compliance numbers are displayed in near real time.  The first group of metrics you will 

see are related to Today’s COVID Cheq screenings.   

Total Sent- The total number of COVID Cheq Emails and Text Messages sent to the group you are 

viewing. 

Total Completed- The count of completed COVID Cheq screenings for the group you are viewing.  This 

includes any users who were opted out screening and used a day pass.  Because of this the Total 

Completed *could* be a larger number than Total Sent. Check the Day Pass user box below if you see 

this situation.   

Not Responded- The count of COVID Cheq screenings that were sent via email or text, that have not yet 

been responded to.  

CLEARED, Not Visiting, & Stay Home- Represent the counts of each type of COVID Cheq status within 

the Total Completed.  These numbers should add up to the Total Completed Count.   

Response Rate- This metric shows the percent of completed COVID Cheqs compared to Total Sent.  

 

Today’s Screening Not Yet Completed Table- Displays a list of individuals who were sent a COVID Cheq 

today, but have not yet completed the screening. 

CLEARED Table- Individuals who have completed today’s COVID Cheq and received a CLEARED status. 

Advised to Stay Home Table- Individuals who have completed today’s COVID Cheq and received an a 

Stay Home status.   

 

 

 

 

Eagle, Iggy iggy.eagle@marquette.edu  Doe, John john.doe@marquette.edu  Doe, Jane jane.doe@marquette.edu  
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Not Planning to Visit Table- Individuals who have completed today’s COVID Cheq and have indicated 

that they Do Not Plan to Visit Campus Today. 

Opted Out (All Time) Table- Individuals who have Opted Out of the Daily COVID Cheq screening. 

Day Pass Users (Today) Table- Individuals who are Opted Out of receiving the Daily COVID Cheq via 

Email or Text, who have used a Single Day Pass to obtain a COVID Cheq Clearance.  These individuals will 

also appear in the appropriate Status table above.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visitors (Today)- List of Long-Term Visitors who have completed today’s COVID Cheq which was emailed 

or texted to them.  These individuals will also appear in the status tables above.   

 

 

 

 

 

  

Marquette, Jacques jacques.marquette@marquette.edu  Staff, Steve steve.staff@marquette.edu  Faculty, Frank frank.faculty@marquette.edu  

Brewer, Bernie bbrewer@gmail.com   

Badger, Bucky bucky@uw.edu    

Mouse, Mickey mickeymouse@gmail.com     

Mouse, Minnie mmouse@hotmail.com     

Panther, Victor victor.e.panther@uwm.edu      
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Non Compliance: 3 Days- Count and table displaying individuals who are not Opted Out, who have not 

completed the COVID Cheq screening for 3-4 consecutive days 

Non Compliance: 5 Days- Count and table displaying individuals who are not Opted Out, who have not 

completed the COVID Cheq screening for 5-6 consecutive days. 

Non Compliance: 7 Days- Count and table displaying individuals who are not Opted Out, who have not 

completed the COVID Cheq screening for 7+ consecutive days 

 

Duck, Daffy daffy.duck@marquette.edu 

Coyote, Wiley wiley.coyote@marquette.edu  bart.simpson@marquette.edu  

Runner, Road 

Simpson, Homer 

Griffin, Peter 

Simpson, Bart 

road.runner@marquette.edu  

homer.simpson@marquette.edu   

peter.griffin@marquette.edu  
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